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The categorization of administrative litigation, which is the worldwide trend of the 
development of administrative litigation system since 20th century, plays an important role in 
protecting litigious rights and improving rule of administrative law. The administrative litigation 
system in this country, in defect of categorization, can not ensure the effective fulfillment of the 
purpose of administrative litigation legislation. Researches have involved this topic in recent 
years, but the issues, such as how to set up individual procedure of categories of litigation and 
formula of litigation under the direction of categorization, are still left unsettled. Based on the 
legal and de facto requirement, the author, focusing on administrative payments litigation that is 
a basic category of administrative litigation, discusses how to perfect the system of 
administrative payments litigation in this country in an angle of categorization of litigation. 
The fist part of this thesis is on the concept and legal characteristics of administrative 
payments litigation. The author presents the background in which administrative payments 
litigation came into being, sets forth its concept and legal characteristics, categorizes it 
according to different standards, and compares administrative payments litigation to other legal 
concepts related to it. 
Based on its concept and legal characteristics, the author 
discusses briefly the corresponding legal provision and practice in 
the second part. The author indicates that litigation on this kind of 
cases is under a bad supervision and in insufficient protection, 
which imposes an adverse influence on the fulfillment of the 
function of administrative litigation. Then the author analyzes the 
causes of the said problems in perspective of legal provisions and 
the structures of litigation system, and brings forward the methods 
to solute these problems, that is, to set up the procedures of 
litigation and applied rules in administrative payments litigation 














内 容 摘 要 
Because of the lacuna of the categorization of administrative litigation in legislation and 
jurisprudence, the author analyzes, in theory, the related issues on categorization in one 
particular chapter. The author chiefly reviews the administrative litigation systems in advanced 
countries and their inspiration on the categorization of administrative litigation in this country; 
meantime, the author analyzes the realistic and jurisprudential knottiness in the naturalization of 
duty-imposed litigation, and gives an affirmative conclusion on whether this system shall be 
replanted. 
In the end, the author reveals the four available ways to categorize administrative litigation. 
Namely, to reinforce the legal role of administrative payments litigation, to perfect the legal 
system of administrative payments litigation, to initiate primary researches on litigious rules on 
locus standing, onus probandi, and system of judgment, and to lodge legislative suggestions to 
perfect the system of administrative payments litigation. 
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